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In what ways might it help or influence those who read it? Letters may be edited for length and clarity. But I
do wish Orr had simply said more bluntly what needs to be said: that Bukowski remains a thoroughly
self-indulgent and odious degenerate whose drunken excursions into the world of poetry were grotesque
abuses of the literary form. We are determined to publish diverse voices and views, but we need your help.
Then, with your classmate, think about the saying "the pen is mightier than the sword" and decide if you think
it is true. I am always disappointed; they always skew male. In what ways might a letter to the editor benefit
the writer? If you need more space, try an opinion article. But please treat us with the same seriousness with
which you handle political coverage, sports scores and weather forecasts. We regret that because of the large
volume of mail received, we are unable to acknowledge or to return unpublished letters. Gail Collins provided
a similar explanation when she became the first woman editor of the editorial page at The Times in and started
looking into this problem. Her United States publications have never been out of print and sell steadily every
year. The letters must include the writer's address, telephone number and e-mail. We regret that we are unable
to acknowledge letters. And listen to us on the Book Review podcast. Image By Caroline Crosson Gilpin April
20, It is very likely you have responded to social media postings with a comment or two, but have you ever
written a formal letter to a newspaper editor, for publication? What is the purpose of such a letter? There have
been several major conferences in Rome, Dublin and Chicago over the last few years, with others scheduled in
future. So while I would like to see more institutional changes, in the short term I want to encourage women to
write more letters to the editor. Vincent Millay are major. He thrived in those marginal places and was
embraced by countless readers bored with most of what passed for accomplished verse. Letters about an
especially timely topic often appear within a day or two. Two additional editors work with Mr. Others, like the
letter submitted last July from the mother of Ambassador J. And quickly: news moves fast, and e-mail makes
for virtually instant reaction. Christopher Stevens , who was killed in Benghazi, Libya, in , are forceful and
moving. What would you write about, and why? A version of this article appears in print on , Page 6 of the
Sunday Book Review with the headline: Letters. Feyer to curate and edit the submissions, and to design the
page for print. Students 13 and older are invited to comment. And we help give them voice. Give examples.
Some criticize, some seek to set the record straight, some want to add a different perspective or expertise to an
issue. How to submit a letter to the editor JAN. In all, between 10 and 15 letters appear daily in The Times.
The notion that poets live in some insular world, isolated from all that surrounds them, is too silly to be
endorsed by your newspaper. That we have publishers mining the dregs of his work for another book because
he has this roguish reputation further degrades serious literature and insults those who care about poetry of real
merit.


